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1 November 2010 

Client Letter for Month Ending 31 October 2010 
October has been our best month for a while.  A few themes we were working on are beginning to 

work and we think have further to play.  We outperformed a rising market by about 3 percentage 

points (depending on what index you measure against) and we did this whilst one of our biggest 

holdings (Bank of America) performed singularly badly.  Most the rest of the stuff in the portfolio we 

got right.  We are usually happy to keep up with rising markets (as we carry substantial short 

positions).  To beat rising markets is very pleasing.    

We will be in the USA during much of November visiting some possible investments and some 

clients.  If larger clients (or potential clients) would like to meet us we will arrange times. 

Portfolio changes  

The most important portfolio change in the month was that we sold a part of our Bank of America 

holding and purchased Google and Ebay.  We also sold the bulk of our small regional bank holdings 

(for a manageable loss).  As Bank of America (once our largest position) went down sharply during 

the month it is clear we should have sold more.  The small moves were a sin of omission - although 

not sins we are very worried about.  We will explain the situation with banks below. 

Further our shorting of frauds-fads-and-failures is working although only modestly well.  The Chinese 

stocks listed in America we follow (and there are dozens of them) have been involved in a really 

nasty short squeeze which has trimmed our profits.  We generally will not name companies we are 

short and consider fraudulent - so we will demonstrate with a company we were not short. 

Finally we will confess one major sin-of-omission.  When the Euro was weak against the US Dollar 

early in the year we purchased a few stocks in France.  We have an unfashionable view: we think 

France and its corporations are remarkably well positioned (again we will explain below) and are a 

fantastic place to invest.  The sin of omission in France was one of scale.  This should have been a 10 

plus percent move in the portfolio.  We went small and that was a mistake. 

The problem with American bank stocks 

American banks - almost across the board – had large credit improvements and swung to 

profitability.  Moreover the credit improvements are likely to continue.  This does not fit the popular 

perception of the American economy - a perception backed by the reality of high unemployment. 

So it is worth stating what happened.  What happened is that during the bubble there were a lot of 

ordinary loans made (ones that would be made in any economic cycle) and a lot of really “bozo” 

loans made.  The bozo loans were really dumb - they could not be paid out of any reasonable 

expectations for income and asset growth.  (Example: a loan made to a taxi driver who claims $250 

thousand income on a stated income loan.) 

When the music stopped the bozo loans went bad - and they went bad with a speed and ferocity not 

seen since the Great Depression.  These loans were good in the past because when the customer 

couldn't make the payment they just did a cash-out refinance and continued.  As long as refinance 

was available no credit impairment was recognised.  (A rolling loan gathers no loss.) Then when the 
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music stopped those loans had nowhere to refinance and all went bad more or less at once.  These 

loans however were not a “trend”, rather an enormous one-off hit. 

As we all know the economy went sour and ordinary people lost jobs.  They could not pay their loans 

and as asset prices were low they defaulted.  For these loans however the losses were similar in 

nature to the losses in an ordinary economic cycle - the loans went bad over time rather than all at 

once.  Moreover the loans were not done on bozo property valuations - and hence they had lower 

loss given default (severity).   

You can see this in the numbers.  The severity at Fannie and Freddie for example is declining.  Bozo 

loans might have 60 percent severity because the house was incorrectly valued in the first place.  

Ordinary bad loans have lower severity because less lies have been told about the collateral.  People 

feel miserable and unemployment is not improving - but credit is improving because the bozo loans 

have mostly already defaulted. 

We knew this was happening and we expected credit to improve.  What we did not expect is the 

extent to which bank revenue is being crushed.  Bank of America for example has about 10 billion 

dollars per year less revenue than I originally expected. 

This is sort-of-OK for Bank of America because its revenue lines are still so vast and its opportunities 

for cost containment are also significant.  But it is devastating for regional banks.  Most of the 

regional banks we look at don't have much of a business left.  The “too-big-to-fail” banks have 

cheaper funding costs (the benefit of an implicit guarantee) and so the margin squeeze that big 

banks have is being felt even more at the regional banks.  Moreover the smaller banks were not 

places with masses of overpaid mid-level staff: opportunities for cost-cutting are just not as obvious. 

It is fashionable to think big-banks are bad and small banks are good - after all the big-banks caused 

the crisis.  But fashionable does not cut it.  On the numbers as they stand now it is hard to argue that 

small banks have a future in America. 

We purchased some stocks in small banks early this year.   We are cutting them at small losses.  We 

got the credit end of the analysis mostly right.  That did not help.  Revenue and cost-income ratios 

will be the driver for bank performance.   During the bull market revenue and cost-income ratios 

were all anyone talked about – and they turned out to be largely irrelevant (it was mostly credit that 

matters).   Now credit is all anyone wants to talk about – and our guess is that the old concerns are 

what is going to matter. 

Bank of America was singled out for “special treatment” by the market this month.  The problem is 

that they promised certain things when they (or more precisely Countrywide) sold mortgages to the 

securitisation market.  We saw this problem brewing and partly panicked.  We panicked early and 

sold some - alas given the treatment our favourite American stock received it is clear we did not sell 

enough.  We think this problem is overstated - though we know you should not ever underestimate 

the ability of US lawyers to extract large amounts of money with threats or litigation.  Just that 

compared to $40 billion of pre-tax earnings power the settlement will not be large. 

That said we sold some BofA before the decline and purchased Google and Ebay before their sharp 

rise - so it was a good move.    
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What we purchased - mainly Google and Ebay 

The main purchases this month were more Google and Ebay.  Ebay is easier to explain.  We see 

growth everywhere we look in PayPal.  (We pay our Polish computer guy via PayPal!) Moreover Ebay 

reports in US dollars and has almost all of its costs in US dollars.  Revenue is global.  The weak US 

dollar was a big win for American exporters - and Ebay was high on our list.  We were pleasantly 

surprised that the auction system at Ebay is growing again (albeit slowly).  That was upside which we 

thought might happen.   Our big worry about PayPal is whether Google eventually displaces it.   

Google has similar currency effects on profitability to Ebay.  And there are bunch of other things we 

like - the main one being Android.  The short explanation is that Android is the first mobile phone 

system that we would consider buying over Apple.  We are fairly sure that it will wind up 

substantially better than Apple.  Why? Because Moore's law won't be suspended (so computers will 

continue to get powerful) but there is no Moore's law for batteries - so hand-held devices will be 

limited in power by their battery life.  The only way to get a phone more powerful will be to put the 

power outside the phone – i.e. in some cloud computer.  When you do this you produce a superior 

product.  Google will of course have the best cloud facility - and your smart-phone will not be a cute 

small smart computing device you carry around (as per Apple).  It will be a small smart device that 

connects you to a super-computer and carries super-computer powers.  That supercomputer will be 

Google.  We will put some numbers around this at some stage on the blog - but that is the trend we 

see. 

Navigation is the first really good example of computing power in the cloud - application on the 

phone.  Here is the Google promotional video for their navigation app. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGXK4jKN_jY 

Note what this phone does - you tell it (spoken word) where you want it to go and the voice 

recognition is done in the Googleplex (i.e. the cloud).  This speech fragment goes to literally 

thousands of computers who work simultaneously to recognize the words.  [These computers were 

probably taught speech recognition by playing subtitled movies to them!] After that the computer 

spits back to your phone the single best answer. 

Obviously if you combine this with Google translator you will be able to talk into a phone in French 

(at least small phrases) and have the phone translate to English.  This sort of computer functionality 

is something Apple can never meet...   

We have no idea what supercomputer applications will wind up on the phone.  We lack imagination.  

But we figure it is going to be important and in the end Apple will not be able to match it.  Android 

will win because it will be better. 

It is fashionable amongst hedge fund managers – and many of my better friends – to own Apple.   

We do not.   Given how far it has run this year we regret that decision – but if we owned it we would 

see it as a source of funds.    

The China Stock short squeeze 

There are a lot of Chinese companies with very suspect business models listed in America.  Fraud 

allegations have been made against several including New China Borun, Orient Paper, China Biotics, 

Lihua and many others.  We have little direct evidence against these companies, but we have found 

a few different companies we believe to be fraudulent.  It’s just that the short is getting (or has 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGXK4jKN_jY
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gotten) very crowded.  One stock in which we had no position (and on which we do not express a 

view) is China Mobile Media and Entertainment (CCME).  On limited news its stock has gone skyward 

(the chart is reproduced below). 

 

It is clear what is going on here is a short squeeze.  The stock is rising which means the positions held 

by the shorts are increasing in size and the shorts are taking losses.  This forces them to cover which 

means the stock continues to go up. 

We have a rough rule - you should short sell 10bps of any short squeeze.  If you short any more than 

10bps you run the risk of being squeezed yourself.  But at 0.1 percent of the fund you can sit out 

anything - and stocks invariable come down in a few months at the end of the squeeze.  We have a 

small short position now in CCME and we still express no view as to whether it is a fraud or not. 

We are being squeezed in a few shorts ourselves.  It does not matter.  The positions are all small and 

the aggregate position in the China-shorts is also small.  It has been a drag on performance this 

month - but our risk management style has mean that drag has not mattered.   (Our risk 

management is far more intense on shorts than longs as we believe you can do more damage with 

shorts.) 

Finally our sin of omission - France 

The quick version of why we like France is this: France has positioned itself as the arbiter of good 

taste for newly rich Asians.  The place is buzzing.  We particularly like the liquor companies who are 

convincing Asians that their liquors (especially Cognac but also some spirits) define culture.  Pernod 

Ricard had some amazing sales numbers last quarter.  Martell (Cognac) was up 45 percent (about 

half of which was price).  But even Chivas Regal was up double digit (and it is not a highly aged 

spirit).  They are doing this substantially better than the putative leader (Diageo).  Diageo seem not 

to have got their local distribution right. 
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We purchased some French stocks when the Euro was weak.  But it was a sin of omission - we 

understood perfectly well - and priced in any reasonable currency these stocks were very weak 

indeed.  We should have purchased big positions - and instead we only nibbled. 

We will use any dollar strength to buy Euros and rectify that sin.   We think we might get another 

shot at that.   Everyone is too convinced about dollar weakness for there not to be some reaction. 

 

Thank you for placing your trust in us. 

 

John 
Simon 
 
 

Portfolio Management 
 Long% Short% Net Long% 

USA Reference 
Account 

118.01 49.07 68.94 

Australian Reference 
Account 

117.69 48.08 69.61 
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1
 All performance data is adjusted to allow for an accrual of the annual performance fee.    

USA Australia

Bronte Managed Acc. 6.30% 6.36%
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